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ABSTRACT We investigate the temperature dependence of the energy loss W (f ) of 0.10 and 0.20 mm
thick Fe-Co-V sheets (Vacoflux®and Vacodur®) in the range −50 ◦C ≤ T ≤ 155 ◦C. The measurements,
performed from DC to f = 5 kHz on ring samples and Epstein strips, show that W (f ) passes through a
minimum value around room temperature at all tested polarization values (1.0 ≤ Jp ≤ 1.9 T). The largest
effect occurs under quasi-static regime and declines with frequency, depending on the sheet thickness and
the ensuing role of the dynamic loss. The somewhat abnormal increase of the quasi-static loss Whyst with
temperature, which contrasts with a concurrent decrease of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant,
is interpreted in terms of temperature-dependent internal stresses and their change with T . The stresses are
assumed to derive from the different thermal expansion coefficients of the ordered and disordered structural
phases, a conclusion made plausible by the highly magnetostrictive properties of the material, dwelling in
a low anisotropy environment. The AC properties are treated by adapting the loss decomposition to the
inception and development of a non-uniform induction profile across the sheet thickness (skin effect) at high
frequencies. The classical loss component is calculated via the numerical solution of theMaxwell’s diffusion
equation, where themagnetic constitutive equation of thematerial is identifiedwith the normalmagnetization
curve. It turns out that the so-foundWclass(f ) and the resulting excess lossWexc(f ) are moderately dependent
on temperature and W (f ) eventually tends towards a slow monotonical decrease with T at the highest
frequencies.

INDEX TERMS Fe-Co alloys, magnetic energy loss, temperature, skin effect, soft magnetic materials.

I. INTRODUCTION
The high values of saturation polarization and Curie tem-
perature of the Fe49Co49V2 alloys, combined with excellent
soft magnetic behavior and acceptable mechanical proper-
ties, make them the material of choice for many specialized
applications in the automotive and aviation industry [1],
[2], where the material performances make it economically
viable, despite its costs. In all these applications (e.g. high-
speed motors, medium-to-high-frequency transformers) one

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Montserrat Rivas.

is inevitably confronted with the role of the core temperature,
either because of the specific working environment [3] or due
to heat generation by the losses.

There is limited experimental evidence regarding the tem-
perature dependence of the magnetic properties of the Fe-Co
alloys, probably motivated by the assumption that, at least
under ordinary exciting regimes, this dependence is weak
and that aging may play a role, thereby hindering definite
conclusions. For example, the quasi-static loss measured by
Pandey, et al. on Permendur and Supermendur toroidal sam-
ples, subjected to a same long-duration annealing at 450 ◦C,
exhibited opposite trends under increasing temperature T ,
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the hysteresis loss decreasing in the former and increasing
in the latter under increasing T [3]. Fingers, et al. have
measured the power loss at frequency f = 1 kHz and peak
magnetic polarization value (maximum value of the magnetic
polarization attained under alternating field) Jp = 1.8 T in
Hiperco 50 (Fe49.3Co48.75V1.9Nb0.05), to find a very slight
decrease going from room temperature to 200 ◦C [4]. A larger
decrease is found after 2000-hour aging at 500 ◦C, starting,
however, from an aging-induced enhanced loss figure. It is
verified that such deterioration is largely caused by the for-
mation of γ2 precipitates [5], [6]. On the other hand, little
analysis of the AC losses and their frequency dependence,
so far limited to room temperature, is available at present.
The loss decomposition has been investigated up to 150 Hz
on 0.10 mm thick Fe49Co49V2 sheets in [7] and is shown
to favorably compare with the results on Fe-Si sheet having
the same thickness. The limited frequency range covered in
these measurements has been overcome in [8], where the loss
measured on 0.20 mm thick Vacoflux sheets up to 10 kHz has
beenmodeled by application of the Dynamic PreisachModel.
A simpler approach is followed in this work, where recourse
will be made to the normal magnetization curve, taken as
the constitutive equation of the material, in the treatment
of the Maxwell’s electromagnetic diffusion equation. The
decomposition of the measured energy loss W (f ) is thereby
obtained for the 0.20 mm and 0.10 mm thick Vacoflux and
Vacodur samples up to 2 – 5 kHz. It is concluded that a
temperature variation, here spanning between – 50 ◦C and
155 ◦C, mainly affects the quasi-static (f → 0) loss Whyst,
which passes through a shallow minimum around room tem-
perature. The classical eddy current loss Wclass(f ) eventually
overcomes the hysteresisWhyst and the (dynamic) excess loss
Wexc(f ) components in the 0.20 mm thick Vacoflux sheets
upon attaining the kHz range, weakening the dependence of
W (f ) with T , whereas a relatively minor change is observed
in the harder and thinner (d = 0.10 mm) Vacodur samples.

A rationale for the T dependence ofWhyst,Wclass, andWexc
will be discussed in the following (Section III), where the
large advantage brought about by a reduced sheet thickness
(0.10 mm vs. 0.20 mm) in the kHz range, caused by a cor-
respondingly reduced Wclass(f ) and Wexc(f ) figures, will be
highlighted.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND SETUP
Rings of commercial Fe-Co-V sheets (Vacoflux®, thick-
ness d = 0.201 mm; Vacodur®, d = 0.10 mm) were
subjected, after cutting, to standard annealing treatment in
vacuum (10 hours at 820 ◦C), followed by ∼ 100 ◦Cs−1

cooling, down to T ∼ 300 ◦C. The same treatment was
applied to Vacoflux Epstein strips. Five Vacoflux rings (pre-
pared at INRIM) were stacked to form toroidal samples of
outside diameter Do = 100 mm and inside diameter Di =

80 mm. The Vacodur toroid (prepared at NPL) was made
of 70 stacked rings (Do = 38.04 mm, Di = 31.62 mm).
It was jointly tested in the two cooperating laboratories. The
magnetic path length was taken for the two samples as lm =

TABLE 1. Physical parameters of the Fe-Co sheets.

FIGURE 1. Energy loss W(f) versus frequency measured up to 2 kHz at
peak polarization value Jp = 1.0 T in thin soft magnetic sheets: 1) NO
Fe-(3wt%)Si (d = 0.194 mm), (RD + TD) Epstein strips (IEC 60404-10); 2)
Fe-Co Vacoflux (d = 0.201 mm) ring sample; 3) Fe-Co Vacodur (d =

0.1 mm) ring sample.

π (Do – Di)/ln(Do/ Di). A few physical parameters of the
investigated alloys are listed in Table 1. The magnetic mea-
surements were performed between 2 Hz and 5 kHz bymeans
of a calibrated hysteresisgraph-wattmeter, with peak polar-
ization value Jp ranging between 1.0 T and 1.9 T. Sinusoidal
secondary voltage was maintained, under all circumstances,
by digital feedback. The measurement principles and the gen-
eral features of the employed setup, which works in a 12-bit
signal acquisition environment, are discussed in [10]. The
measurements were made between 2 Hz and 5 kHz at temper-
atures T ranging between−50 ◦C and 155 ◦C. To this end, the
measuring sample was placed in a climate chamber (in air),
where the required temperature was reached and stabilized.
The upper T value corresponds to the maximum operating
temperature of the ‘‘F class’’ insulation, (IEC 60085, IEC
60034-1), matching typical operating temperatures of electric
motors, and extending the current 23 ± 5 ◦C temperature
requirements of IEC 60404 standards. The normal DC curves
were also measured at room temperature by the ballistic
method (IEC 60404-4), while the quasi-static energy loss
Whyst was obtained and separated from the dynamic loss
Wdyn(f ) by extrapolating the measured W (f ) curves to the
limit f → 0, according to a precise scheme, connected with
the loss decomposition procedure [11].
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A general overview of the energy loss dependence on
frequency and temperature is provided in Figs. 1 and 2.
We see in Fig. 1 that the 0.10 mm thick Vacodur sheets
exhibit the highestWhyst and the lowest dynamic lossWdyn =

Wclass + Wexc(at least beyond few hundred Hz). It is noted
how the 0.194 mm Fe-(3 wt%)Si sample displays everywhere
the highest Wdyn, in spite of higher resistivity than Fe-Co
(52·10−8 �m vs. 43·10−8 �m). It is noted that these Fe-Si
sheets are endowedwith a large grain size (< s > = 122µm),
a property conducive to a large contribution by the excess loss
[9]. Fig. 2 provides an example of passage ofW (f ) through a
minimum value around 23 ◦C in the Fe-Co alloys, in contrast
with the monotonical decrease observed in Fe-Si. This prop-
erty of Fe-Si is easily justified in terms of anisotropy energy
constant K and conductivity σ concurrently decreasing with
T . Additional effects are responsible for the more complex
response of Fe-Co, as clarified in the following via the loss
decomposition procedure.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. LOSS DECOMPOSITION: THE CLASSICAL EDDY
CURRENT LOSS
The less-than-linear increase of W (f ) with frequency, the
landmark feature of the magnetic losses in steel sheets, is well
illustrated by the results shown in Fig. 1. Non-linearity is
entirely due, as long as the skin effect is not involved, to the
excess loss contribution, which is generally described, in the-
ory and experiment, according to Bertotti’s model, which
predicts an f 1/2 dependence [12]. In the present broadband
investigation, however, the skin effect plays a role and,
although the physical concept of loss decomposition is still
appropriate, an approach aiming at the determination of the
loss components under non-uniform flux profile across the
sample sheet has been developed. It appears, that the expres-
sion for the classical eddy current loss at peak polarization
value Jp, as provided by the Maxwell’s diffusion equation,
in the absence of dielectric effects, for full flux penetration in
a sheet of thickness d , conductivity σ and mass density δ

Wclass
(
Jp, f

)
=

π2

6δ
· σJ2p d

2f , [J/kg] (1)

does not hold beyond a few hundred Hz in the 0.20 mm thick
Vacoflux sheet. It is still acceptable up to about 1 kHz in the
0.1 mm thick Vacodur samples, taking advantage of lower
thickness and permeability.

The comprehensive calculation of Wclass(f ) in soft mag-
netic laminations, inclusive of the skin effect, requires
a sophisticated approach to the electromagnetic diffusion
equation in a medium locally described by a hysteretic consti-
tutive relationship [13], [14]. It is generally implemented by
means of a quasi-static hysteresis model (e.g., the Preisach
hysteresis model) and a sound numerical procedure, ensur-
ing convergence [15], [16]. This involves, however, a large
computational burden, which can be partly overcome, at the
cost of a certain approximation, by adopting the normal mag-
netization curve B(H ) as the constitutive magnetic equation

FIGURE 2. The energy loss W(f) measured in the Fe-Co Vacoflux sample at
Jp = 1.5 T exhibits a passage through a minimum value around T = 23 ◦C
at 50, 200, and 400 Hz. The same trend is observed in the Fe-Co Vacodur
sheets, in contrast with the monotonical decrease of W(f) exhibited by
the NO Fe-Si alloy.

of the material [17]. For an infinitely extended lamination
in the y-z plane parallel to its surface and an alternating
field applied in this plane (e.g., in the -z direction) a scalar
relationship between local field H (x) and induction B(x),
exclusively depending on the coordinate x normal to the sheet
plane (−d /2 ≤ x ≤ d /2), can be defined. The half thickness
of the sheet is subdivided into an adequately large number of
layers and to each of them the Maxwell’s diffusion equation
applies

∂2H (x) /∂x2 = σ∂B(x)/∂t, (2)

For rated induction value B(t), average of B(x, t) across the
sheet thickness, the problem is solved by introducing the
vector potential A(x, t) and its relationship to the induction
B(x, t)= ∇×A(x, t). Because of the symmetry of the problem,

B(x) = −∂A(x)/∂x (3)

and the diffusion equation becomes

∂H (x)/∂x + σ∂A (x) /∂t = 0. (4)

One way of solving (4) for non-linear B(H ) relationship is by
application of the fixed-point method [18], [19], where the
non-linear operator H is linearized according to the equation

H (x, t) = νFPB (x, t) + R (x, t) . (5)

The reluctivity νFP in (5) is assumed constant and R is a
residual term, to be determined by iterative calculation of (4),
expressed as

νFP∂
2A/∂x2 − σ∂A/∂t = ∂R/∂x, (6)
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FIGURE 3. The classical energy loss component Wclass(f) is calculated in
the Vacoflux sheet at 23 ◦C and 155 ◦C up to f = 5 kHz taking into account
the skin effect (8). The dashed lines (Wclass,0), linearly increasing with f,
are calculated by (1), disregarding the skin effect. To note the opposite
deviations from linearity brought about by the skin effect at low and high
Jp values. Inset: normal magnetization curves measured at 23 ◦C and
155 ◦C.

with the boundary conditions

A(0, t) = 0;A (±d/2, t) = −B (t)(t) · d/2. (7)

The νFP value is appropriately chosen on the B(H ) curve
for best convergence and R(x,t) is updated by successive
iterations, starting from a trial value (typically zero). Under
periodic excitation, the problem is best treated, as discussed
in detail in [13] and [18], by expressing (6) in the Fourier
domain, using a conveniently high number N of harmonics
(for example 20) and solving the involved sequence of N
linear equations. The lamination is subdivided into a suitable
number of layers (typically 40 in these calculations) and the
diffusion equation is solved in each layer for each harmonic,
going then back, at each iteration step, to a time dependent
solution A(x, t) by inverse Fourier transform. The process is
iterated tillR(x,t) is stabilized, according to (5). The induction
B(x, t) is then obtained by (3). Wclass is finally calculated by
integrating the product of the field at the lamination surface
(i.e., the applied field) H (d /2, t) with dB(t)/dt

Wclass (f ) =
1
δ

1/f∫
0

H (d/2, t) · (dB/dt)dt [J/kg] (8)

Fig. 3 provides an example of Wclass(f ) calculated in the
0.201 mm thick Vacoflux sheet up to 5 kHz. The deviation
from the linear increase with f predicted by (1) (Wclass,0) is
apparent, as well as the different diverging trends observed
for Jp = 1.0 T and Jp = 1.7 T. This is understood by looking
at the profiles Jp(x) of the maximum polarization values,
as obtained by the recursive calculations, at different depths
across the lamination thickness (Fig. 4). With the sheet core

FIGURE 4. Profiles of the local peak polarization values Jp(x/d ) across
the sheet thickness d calculated at the frequency f = 5 kHz by the
recursive application of the Maxwell’s diffusion equation. The shown
profiles are obtained for the measured peak polarization values Jp =

1.0 T and 1.7 T. These profiles pair with the behaviors of Wclass(f ) shown
in Fig. 3. To note that the concept of skin depth does not apply under
these circumstances.

partially depleted of magnetization reversal (Jp(x) < Jp) and
the long-range eddy current patterns crowded towards the
sheet surface, Wclass(f ) is decreased with respect to the case
of homogeneous flux. This is what is shown for Jp = 1.0 T
in Figs. 3 and 4. However, the Jp(x) profile evolves, because
of incipient saturation at the sheet surface, under increasing
Jp. For example, progressive narrowing and smoothing of
the Jp(x) < Jp well at the sheet core is predicted in Fig. 4
for Jp = 1.7 T and f = 5 kHz. This engenders an opposite
effect onWclass(f ), as observed in Fig. 3. To remark that such
profiles, influenced by non-linearity of J (H ) and the even-
tual approach to magnetic saturation, hide the underlaying
phase relationships among the Jp(x, t) waveforms at different
depths x. One cannot properly talk of skin depth under such
circumstances. It is also clear in Fig. 4 how the increase of
resistivity with temperature (from 43·10−8 �m to 48·10−8

�m on passing from 23 ◦C to 155 ◦C), combined with the
observed variation of the normal magnetization curve, leads
to smoothing of the Jp(x) profiles, with obvious effects on the
Wclass(f ) curves.

B. LOSS DECOMPOSITION: HYSTERESIS AND EXCESS
LOSSES
Once the broadband calculation of Wclass(f ) is carried out
at different Jp values and different temperatures, the full
loss decomposition can be achieved. We extrapolate first the
quantityW (f ) -Wclass(f ) to f= 0 and we obtain the hysteresis
loss componentWhyst in the absence of skin effect.Whyst is in
fact independent of frequency [12], up to the point where, like
in the example shown in Fig. 4, the appearance of a strongly

VOLUME 11, 2023 111425
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FIGURE 5. Energy loss decomposition in the 0.201 mm thick Vacoflux samples up to 5 kHz. Two Jp values at 23 ◦C and 155 ◦C are considered. The
classical loss Wclass is calculated first with (8), which coincides with (1) below about 1 kHz. Whyst at low frequencies is thereby obtained by the usual
extrapolation procedure of W(f) - Wclass(f) to f → 0. Whyst starts to increase with f, according to the calculated profile Jp(x) and (9), upon attaining the
kHz range. The excess loss Wexc(f) tends to flatten at the same time. The high-frequency contribution by Whyst and Wexc to W(f), reflecting the
dissipation by the eddy currents localized at and about the moving domain walls, is overwhelmed by Wclass when Jp is around and beyond the knee of
the magnetization curve (see inset in Fig.3).

FIGURE 6. a) Energy loss decomposition in the 0.201 mm thick Vacoflux up to 1 kHz for Jp = 1.9 T. The skin effect is barely recognized in this frequency
range and Wclass(f ) can be calculated with either (1) or (8). Whyst is thus nearly independent of f, whereas Wexc(f ) follows to good extent the usual f 0.5

law and can be well predicted by (10) (dash-dotted line). b) Same as (a) in the 0.10 mm thick Vacodur sample.

non-uniform Jp(x) profile is conducive, because of the more
than linear Whyst dependence on Jp, to an increase of Whyst
with f (Jp is obviously assumed here to be the thickness-
averaged Jp(x)). The hysteresis loss has a local character,

because it is associated with the elementary Barkhausen
jumps, and is expected to evolve from the sheet midplane
to the surface according to the Jp(x) profile. The power law
Whyst = k Jnp , with n = 1.45 and k a proportionality constant,
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applies in the present case and we calculate at any frequency

Whyst
(
Jp, f

)
=

1
d

∫ d
2

−
d
2

k(Jp (x))ndx. (9)

We arrive at the broadband energy loss decomposition illus-
trated in Fig. 5, where Whyst, Wclass, and Wexc calculated in
the Vacoflux sheet are shown for Jp = 1.0 T and 1.7 T up to
5 kHz. On entering the kHz range,Whyst starts to moderately
increase, whereas Wexc(f ) slows down its dependence on f .
The more than linear Whyst = k Jnp relationship justifies, via
(9), the increase of Whyst(f ) with the deepening of the skin
effect. On the other hand,Wexc(f ), deriving from eddy current
patterns circulating at the domain scale, appears to attain
a behavior intermediate between Whyst(f ) and Wclass(f ). Its
formulation in the presence of the skin effect would require,
as discussed in [17], adaptation of the expression provided by
the Statistical Theory of Losses (STL)

Wexc
(
Jp, f

)
= (

8.76
δ

)
√

σGSV0f J
3/2
p , [J/kg] (10)

where G = 0.1356, S is the sample cross-sectional area, and
V0 is a statistical parameter, expressed in Am−1. We observe
in Fig. 6 that (10) fits the experimental Wexc(f ) up to about
1 kHz, but it is fair to say that the statistics of the local
magnetization reversals, as well as the domain structure, may
unpredictably evolve under deep skin effect. The previous
classical calculation in Fig. 4 shows that Jp(x) attains val-
ues not far from the saturation value Js on approaching the
sheet surface (x = ± d /2, Fig. 4). This finding consistently
compares with the behavior of the experimental hysteresis
loops in Fig. 7, where we observe that the strength of the
applied field (i.e. the effective field at the sheet surface) at
high frequencies (5 kHz in this example) is the one required,
according to the experimental magnetization curves shown in
Fig. 3, for securing such high polarization values. We thereby
conclude that the magnetization process at and close to the
sheet surface partly and increasingly occurs, depending on Jp,
by rotations under increasing frequencies. In fact, the rotation
associated loss lumps into Wclass(f ), resulting in the waning
increase ofWexc(f ) with f put in evidence in Fig. 5.

C. THE EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE
1) THE HYSTERESIS LOSS
We have anticipated in Fig. 2 the somewhat abnormal depen-
dence of the 50 Hz energy loss on temperature exhibited by
the Fe-Co-V alloys Vacoflux and Vacodur in the range −50
◦C≤ T ≤ 155 ◦C.W (f ) is observed to pass through a shallow
minimum around room temperature. This contrasts with the
typical monotonical decrease of W (f ) with T occurring in
most crystalline magnetic materials, as illustrated for a NO
Fe-(3 wt%)Si alloy in Fig. 2. These properties are repeatably
verified in all the investigated temperature range, irrespective
of the specific thermal cycle imposed by the measurements.
The material is in a stable structural state, and no ancil-
lary order-disorder transformations occur in the samples.
To improve our physical insight in these behaviors, we exploit

FIGURE 7. Hysteresis loops in the Vacoflux sheet measured under
quasi-static excitation and at f = 5 kHz. The applied field, coincident with
the effective field at the sheet surface, attains at 5 kHz values compatible
with the predicted Jp(d/2) in Fig. 4. In fact, Jp(x) becomes close to
saturation on approaching x = ±d/2, as put in evidence by the normal
magnetization curves in Fig. 3.

the loss decomposition and we separate the quasi-static
from the dynamic loss properties. We then observe how the
quasi-static lossWhyst(Jp) and the associated hysteresis loops
evolve with T in Figs. 8 and 9. It is natural to attribute the
minimum of the Wh(Jp) versus T dependence to contrasting
temperature-dependent material properties, which affect the
magnetization process. We identify such properties in the
magnetocrystalline and magnetostrictive energies. It is well
recognized that, following a treatment leading to a partially
ordered state, the anisotropy constant K1 of Fe-Co-V can
reach quite low values, of the order of few hundred J/m3,
conducive in principle to very soft magnetic properties [20],
[21], [22]. At the same time, the magnetostriction constant,
little dependent on the state of order and temperature, attains
values as high as λs ∼ 70·10−6 [22], [23], [24]. Because of
these unique circumstances, any state of applied or residual
stress can appreciably influence the soft magnetic response of
the alloy. We state that the internal stresses arising under any
change of temperature magnetostrictively interfere with the
magnetization process. They compound with the effect of the
anisotropy energyK1 and its temperature dependence, to give
rise to the observed evolution of hysteresis loop and loss with
T . Let us then consider a state of the material, where ordered
α’ regions are embedded in a disordered α matrix. Coex-
istence of ordered and disordered regions, having different
lattice parameters and different thermal expansion coefficient
γ [24], gives rise, at all temperatures, to a state of random
internal stresses, with wavelength defined by size and distri-
bution of the α and α’ regions in the material. Compressive
and tensile stresses operate in a different manner on the
population of easy axes occupied by the main domains, either

VOLUME 11, 2023 111427
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FIGURE 8. Hysteresis (DC) loss component Whyst and its temperature dependence in Vacoflux and Vacodur sheets for Jp ranging between 1.0 T and
1.9 T. The same quantities, normalized to their values at T = 23 ◦ C, are shown in (b) .

FIGURE 9. Quasi-static hysteresis loops at Jp = 1.7 T measured at 23 ◦C and 155 ◦C in the Vacoflux (a) and Vacodur (b) sheets. The increase of
temperature brings about sharpening of the loop and increase of its area. To note how the role of the internal demagnetizing field is brought to light on
passing from from 23 ◦C to 155 ◦C in the Vacodur sample. It decreases under increasing T, as shown by the behavior of the loop taken at 23 ◦C after
reconstruction via a suitable demagnetizing factor Nd (dashed line in (b)).

favoring (tension) or disfavoring (compression) the axes lying
closer to the stress direction. Any change of temperature
modifies the stress pattern and engenders a definite local
magnetostrictive energy change Eλ , which combines with
the local anisotropy energy EK, entering both the domain
wall energy and the domain pattern. To make an order of
magnitude estimate of Eλ , we take such a difference to be as
small as 1γ ∼ 2.5·10−7 K−1 [24], versus a declared thermal

expansion coefficient of the alloy γ = 9.5·10−6 K−1 [25].
For a temperature change 1T, we estimate a variation of the
local internal stress, ensuing from the different dilatometric
response of ordered and disordered phases, 1σ1s = 1γ ·

1T · Y (T ), where the Young modulus at room temperature
is Y = 200 GPa [25]. Y (T ) decreases by a few percent on
going from room temperature to T = 150 ◦C, while 1γ

is quite independent of T [26]. 1σ1s ∼ 5 MPa for 1T =
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FIGURE 10. Temperature dependence of the quasi-static energy loss Whyst and the loss W(f) measured at 2 kHz in the Vacoflux and Vacodur
sheets at Jp = 1.0 (a) and Jp = 1.7 T (b). At high frequencies (f > 2 kHz), the dynamic loss in the thicker Vacoflux sample largely compensates
for the dependence of Whyst on T (see Fig. 5) and W(f) starts to decline monotonically with T, following the behavior of Wclass.

FIGURE 11. Energy loss W(f) , measured up to f = 5 kHz, normalized for each selected frequency to the value taken at T = 23 ◦C. W(f) tends to
progressively loosen its dependence on T under increasing frequencies, because of the increase of the dynamic loss components. With a prominent role
played by Wclass(f ) beyond about 1 kHz (see Fig. 5), W(f) eventually tends to monotonically decrease with T in the thicker Vacoflux sample, following the
increase of the resistivity.

100 ◦C can therefore be envisaged and the corresponding
magnetostrictive energy density variation, averaged over all
possible orientations of the easy axes, calculated as Eλ =

λs1σ1s ∼ 350 J/m3. The increasing trend of Whyst versus
T points then to an associated increase of the internal stress.
We conclude that Eλ and K1 can have comparable, but oppo-
site trends with T . In fact, K1 decreases with increasing T ,
as is usually the case and is possibly verified by comparing

the quasi-static hysteresis loops obtained at 23 ◦C and 155 ◦C
in Epstein strips cut along the rolling direction (RD) and
the transverse direction (TD). The slight anisotropic advan-
tage of the RD Vacoflux sheets, lumped in the parameter
Rhyst = (Whyst,RD(1.7 T) / Whyst,TD(1.7 T)) = 0.95 observed
at 23 ◦C, nearly disappears at 155 ◦C, where Rhyst = 0.99,
pointing to the concurrent decrease of K1. The increase of
Whyst with T will therefore derive from the increase of the
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FIGURE 12. a) Classical loss Wclass(f ) , normalized to the value at T = 23 ◦C, calculated at 50 Hz and 2 kHz as a function of temperature in the
Vacoflux and Vacodur sheets. Peak polarization value Jp = 1.7 T. b) Correspondingly obtained excess loss Wexc(f ). The skin effect plays a role in the
loss decomposition at 2 kHz in the Vacoflux sheets, while weakly affecting the loss in the thinner Vacodur samples.

thermally induced stresses and the ensuing magnetostrictive
evolution of domain structure, domain wall pinning, and
internal demagnetizing fields. The shape of the hysteresis
loops in Fig. 9 denotes a decrease of the internal demagne-
tizing effects, related more to changing flux closure at the
boundaries between ordered and disordered regions (having
different Js values [24]) than to the decrease of Js with T . This
would justify the simultaneous increase of coercive field and
differential permeability by a mechanism of inhibition of the
germs for nucleation of reverse domains during remagnetiza-
tion. This effect is especially prominent in the Vacodur sheets.
It is observed in Fig. 9b how a great deal of the hysteresis loop
measured at 155 ◦C is retrieved by correcting the loop taken
at 23 ◦C using the demagnetizing factor Nd = 9·10−5.

2) THE DYNAMIC LOSS
The previously shown loss separation curves are instrumental
in the search for a rationale in the W (f ) dependence on
temperature. We have already emphasized that the minimum
value attained by W (f ) about the room temperature appears
to coherently descend from the behavior ofWhyst(T ) (Figs. 8
and 9). Regarding the dynamic loss, we realize first, looking
at Figs. 10 and 11, that the dependence of W (f ) with T is
smoothed out with increasing frequency, eventually attaining
a nearly monotonic decrease with T in the thicker Vacoflux
sheet beyond f= 1 kHz. As f is increased, the contribution by
Whyst is progressively obscured by the increase ofWdyn(f ) =

Wclass(f ) + Wexc(f ). Figs. 5 and 6 make clear that Wclass(f ),
becoming dominant with respect toWhyst andWexc(f ), chiefly
contributes to such a behavior. The W (f ) dependence on T
will eventually identify with the dependence of Wclass(T ).
Figs. 10 and 11 show that this phenomenology is delayed, for

a same Jp value, to higher frequencies in the thinner Vacodur
sheets. Fig. 12a shows that Wclass(f ) follows a monotonical
decrease with T at low (50 Hz) and high (2 kHz) frequen-
cies, as predicted by (1) via the conductivity decrease with
T (Table 1), in the 0.10 mm thick Vacodur sheets and by
taking into account the skin effect at 2 kHz (Eq. (8)) in the
0.201 mm thick Vacodur samples. The relative proportions
of Wclass(f ) with respect to W (f ) and the other components
can be appreciated in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 6b shows that Wexc
and Whyst follow a same trend with T . The STL predicts
that such a connection is plausible, as it descends from the
relationship existing between the parameter V0 in (10) and
the coercive field [12].Wexc exhibits, for same Jp and f , quite
higher values in the Vacoflux sheets and a somewhat opposite
trend versus T (see Fig. 12b). This points, on the one hand,
to a more discrete nature of the magnetization process in
Vacoflux, which is the conclusion we get when comparing the
shapes of the quasi-static hysteresis loops in the twomaterials
(Fig. 9). On the other hand, the dependence of Wexc on T
at high frequencies is made complex by the skin effect and
the partial establishment of rotations in the regions further
from the sheet core, which interfere with the statistics of the
domain wall processes.

IV. CONCLUSION
Commercial Fe-Co-V alloys can exhibit remarkable loss
advantage with respect to high-grade non-oriented Fe-(3
wt%)Si sheets of comparable thickness. However, its energy
loss figure is observed to increase, across a wide frequency
range, upon increasing the temperature T beyond room tem-
perature. This contrasts with the decrease of the loss usually
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observed in the Fe-Si alloys and in most soft magnetic mate-
rials. By loss decomposition and identification of hysteresis
Whyst, classicalWclass, and excessWexc losses, we obtain that
this effect is chiefly associated with the dependence of Whyst
with T . The assumed mechanism by which Whyst increases
with T is the generation of local stresses following the
different thermal expansion of the superlattice regions α′ and
the disordered matrix α. The correspondingly created energy
Eλ in these highly magnetostrictive materials can amount to
a few J/m3 per degree centigrade, thereby competing with the
decrease with temperature of the magnetocrystalline energy
EK, whose value at room temperature can be of the order
of a few hundred J/m3. It turns then out that a minimum
value for Eλ + EK can engender, around room temperature,
a minimum of coercivity and quasi-static loss. With increas-
ing the magnetizing frequency, different roles are played
by Wclass, and Wexc, which are not easily quantified in the
kHz range, because of the skin effect. Phenomenologically,
progressive leveling of the W (f ) dependence on T occurs,
eventually evolving into a monotonic decrease with T beyond
about 2 kHz in the Vacoflux sheets. At such frequencies,
the non-homogeneous flux profile across the sheet thickness
must be taken into account. This is calculated by solving the
Maxwell’s diffusion equation with a numerical procedure,
where the magnetic constitutive equation of the material is
identified with the normal (initial) B(H ) quasi-static curve.
In this way, the loss decomposition versus frequency is done
up to 5 kHz, bringing to light a decreasing contribution by
Wexc with respect to Wclass, thereby inducing a transition
towards monotonical decrease with T of the loss at high
frequencies.
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